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Abstract—All-optical circuit-switching (OCS) technology is the key to design energy-efficient and high-performance datacenter network (DCN) architectures for the future. However, existing round-robin based OCS cores perform poorly under realistic workloads having high traffic skewness and high volume of inter-rack traffic. To address this issue, we propose a novel DCN architecture OSSV: a combination of OCS-based core (between ToR switches) and OCS-based reconfigurable edge (between servers and ToR switches). On one hand, the OCS core is traffic agnostic and realizes reconfigurably non-blocking ToR-level connectivity. On the other hand, OCS-based edge reconfigures itself to reshape the incoming traffic in order to jointly minimize traffic skewness and inter-rack traffic volume. Our novel optimization framework can obtain the right balance between these intertwined objectives. Our extensive simulations and testbed evaluation show that OSSV can achieve high performance under diverse DCN traffic while consuming low power and incurring low cost.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Datacenter Networks (DCN) are the key infrastructure for diverse applications such as iterative machine learning (ML), distributed deep neural network training (DNN), high performance computing (HPC), front-end, database, etc., having stringent performance requirements. Moreover, the popularity of domain-specific accelerators (GPUs, TPUs) and non-volatile memories (NVM) is further shifting the major bottleneck from computation to network IO [41]. However, traditional packet-switched network cores in today’s DCNs are not sustainable in the long run as CMOS-based packet switching switches face the challenge posed by the end of Moore’s Law [12], [38]. Fundamentally, the commodity Ethernet switches are excessively power-hungry and it escalates at a faster rate compared to the switching capacity, thus hindering the free scaling for next-generation clusters. For example, Broadcom’s Tomahawk-4 64 × 400 Gbps, the fastest Ethernet switch ASIC commercially available on the market today, has a power consumption of around 2.5 KW [5]. A non-blocking network topology consisting of such high-speed packet switches would consume prohibitively high power that can go beyond the infrastructure energy budget [12], leading to high carbon footprint [32]. Under such energy-critical situations, optical circuit-switching (OCS) technology having fundamental properties such as a) agnostic to data rate, b) negligible power consumption, c) negligible forwarding latency, etc., seems to be the most promising alternative. This in turn fuels the necessity to envision the all-optical circuit-switched cores [12], [29], [30], [34] for designing the sustainable, energy-efficient and high-performance future-generation DCN architectures.

Despite of leveraging diverse OCS technologies such as MEMS [30], [34], AWGR [12] etc., the existing OCS core-based DCN architectures share a common operational abstraction termed as round-robin circuit scheduling to achieve reconfigurably non-blocking connectivity among ToR switches. However, this operational abstraction is fundamentally incompatible with diverse DCN workloads. More specifically, the performance of such OCS cores heavily suffers if there is a) high traffic skewness i.e., a small subset of source-destination pairs exchange a significant amount of traffic [20], [21], [23], [25], [28], [36], [41], and b) high inter-rack traffic volume [13]–[15], [36]. The abstraction provides uniform bandwidth distribution among ToR switches over time. Hence, the circuits between hot rack-pairs are heavily utilized under skewed traffic, while it cannot leverage the underutilized bandwidth of the cold circuits. The situation can worsen if the core is over-subscribed, as the high volume of skewed inter-rack traffic would contend for bandwidth and face severe congestion.

Driven by such observation, we envision a fundamentally different approach: regroup the edge traffic intelligently so that a) most of the traffic gets localized within a rack reducing the inter-rack traffic volume, and b) the remaining inter-rack traffic at the network core becomes almost uniform reducing the traffic skewness. However, jointly minimizing the traffic skewness and inter-rack traffic volume is a non-trivial problem, as these objectives are intertwined. In most cases, blindly optimizing for one of the objectives can adversely affect the other, leading to significant performance gap between OCS-based cores and non-blocking packet-switched cores. For instance, skewness minimization could spread the traffic across racks, having zero or very little traffic localization. But aggressive traffic localization could reduce inter-rack traffic volume significantly while the remaining inter-rack traffic would be highly skewed. Hence, jointly optimizing these objectives while obtaining the right balance is fundamentally challenging.

In this paper, we propose a novel DCN architecture OSSV (Optical Substrate for Skewness and inter-rack traffic Volume minimization): a combination of a round-robin optical core and a reconfigurable optical edge that can efficiently handle diverse DCN workloads. To realize the reconfigurable edge, we place optical circuit switches between servers and ToRs that provides the flexibility to move the servers across the racks. On one hand, the OCS-based round-robin core can be traffic agnostic and provide reconfigurably non-blocking connectivity among ToRs. On the other hand, OCS-based edge can dynamically reconfigure itself in order to jointly minimize...
the traffic skewness and inter-rack traffic volume. This way, the optical edge reshapes the incoming traffic so that most of the traffic avoids the core bandwidth contention and the remaining inter-rack traffic is almost uniform, a favorable scenario for the round-robin cores. We design a novel optimization framework for joint skewness and inter-rack traffic volume (SV) minimization, that can obtain the right balance between these intertwined objectives. Our extensive simulations and testbed evaluation show that OSSV, equipped with novel SV-minimization framework, can significantly reduce the performance gap between all-optical cores vs. non-blocking packet-switched networks, under diverse DCN traffic. Our detailed power and cost analyses reveal that OSSV can be up to $2.1 \times$ more power-efficient and $1.28 \times$ more cost-efficient, compared to an OCS-based non-blocking network core.

II. MOTIVATION

A. Why all-optical core is promising?

Designing OCS-based DCN cores, such as RotorNet, Sirius, etc. [12], [30], [34], has attracted significant interest in recent times, as OCS has several fundamental advantages over packet switches discussed as follows.

1) **Agnostic to data-rate** because forwarding the photon beams does not depend on modulation rate of underlying electrical signal;
2) **Negligible/zero power consumption** because of their simple operating principles e.g., mirror rotation for MEMS-based OCS (negligible power required), diffraction for AWGR-based OCS (fully passive) etc;
3) **No need of transceiver** because no optical-electrical-optical (O/E/O) conversion is required at the core;
4) **Negligible forwarding latency** as they do not perform packet processing and buffering;
5) **No need for frequent upgrade** because of their data-rate agnostic property and no transceiver requirement.

B. Common abstraction

In spite of using diverse underlying OCS technologies, the aforementioned DCN architectures share a common operational abstraction termed as round-robin circuit scheduling (Figure 1(a)). The OCSes are connected to a subset of ToR switches and periodically cycle through a predefined set of circuit configurations. During a full cycle, a direct point-to-point circuit gets established once between every two ToR switches for equal time duration, thus providing a reconfigurable non-blocking connectivity [17]. For example, RotorNet [30] leverages an optical rotor switch consisting of micromirrors and diffraction gratings etched on a hard-disk drive. Each grating pattern corresponds to a matching, defined as a set of port-to-port circuit mapping (Figure 1(b)). As the disk rotates, it cycles through a sequence of predefined matchings. Another example is Sirius [12] which leverages AWGR switch-based wavelength routing to realize the port-to-port mapping (Figure 1(c)). A given wavelength incident to an input port gets diffracted to a unique output port creating a circuit. During a timeslot, a particular wavelength is assigned to each input port leading to a logical circuit-schedule. Eventually, a sequence of different wavelength assignments completes a cycle.

C. Poor performance under diverse DCN workloads

The round-robin OCS-based cores are fundamentally incompatible with diverse DCN workloads where the traffic is a) highly skewed (i.e., a small subset of source-destination pairs exchange a significant fraction of the traffic while most of the pairs have almost no traffic), and b) heavily inter-rack due to large-scale deployment [9], resource fragmentation [22], specific placement constraints [1], etc. For example, analysis of Microsoft DCN trace reveals that 80% of traffic is exchanged between 0.03 – 0.4% of hot-rack pairs [21], [25]. Traffic traces of emerging disaggregated workloads (e.g., interactive queries, graph processing etc.) show heavy skewness as well, where 33% of the nodes generate more than 84% of the flows [20], [37]. Besides, a frontend trace from Facebook DCN also shows highly skewed inter-rack traffic pattern [8], [36], [41]. Skewed access-popularity across objects leads to such imbalance in the cache cluster [23]. Moreover, a frontend trace collected from Facebook [36] has 96.26% inter-rack traffic [36], [41]. Similar trends exist for database and Hadoop traces, having 92.89% and 52.49% inter-rack traffic, respectively [36].

Intuitively, high degree of rack-level traffic skewness is the enemy of such round-robin OCS-based cores because bandwidth among all the rack pairs is uniformly distributed. As a result, it can achieve 100% throughput only under uniform traffic. However, in the presence of skewed traffic, circuits between the hot rack pairs are heavily utilized, while the abstraction cannot leverage underutilized bandwidth of the cold circuits. High inter-rack traffic volume of DCN workloads makes the situation even worse if the core is oversubscribed.

To quantify this issue, we compare the performance of a round-robin OCS-based core with an ideal non-blocking network, in the presence of heavily inter-rack traffic, while varying traffic skewness and oversubscription (os) at the core. We perform simulations extending a packet-level simulator [35] which supports TCP transport. Both architectures consist of 16 ToR switches and 32 servers per ToR and 100 Gbps transmission speed. The OCS core is emulating Sirius [12],
Figure 2: (a) Performance of a round-robin OCS core degrades with high traffic skewness, (b) Performance gap between OCS core and a non-blocking network core significantly increases under high oversubscription, due to heavy inter-rack traffic.

with 100 msec OCS downtime and 99% duty-cycle. We generate flow-level cache traffic traces having inter-rack traffic volume, inter-arrival time and flow size distribution obtained from [36]. On top of that, we introduce traffic skewness based on a simple model. We define skewness parameter \((x, y)\) where \(x\) fraction of hot-rack pairs exchange \(y\) fraction of the traffic. The remaining traffic is uniformly distributed among other rack pairs. Figure 2(a) shows the performance of a round-robin OCS core \((os : 1 : 1)\) and a non-blocking network while varying the traffic skewness. The average flow completion time (FCT) slowdown of the OCS core can be up to \(7.2 \times\). The performance degrades rapidly with a higher \(os\) ratio due to heavy inter-rack traffic volume (Figure 2(b)). For example, at \(8 : 1\) os, the average FCT slowdown can be more than \(43 \times\).

III. OUR APPROACH: EDGE TRAFFIC REGROUPING

A. Primary insight

Driven by the previous observations, we envision a fundamentally different approach: regroup the edge traffic intelligently with the following goals.

1) **Minimization of inter-rack traffic volume.** Converting the inter-rack traffic to intra-rack traffic can reduce the heavy utilization of hot-circuits and mitigate the congestion. Thus, it frees up some core network bandwidth which can be provisioned for future traffic demands.

2) **Minimization of inter-rack traffic skewness.** If traffic localization is not possible, then uniformly distributing the traffic across the racks can mitigate traffic imbalance at the core. This leads to near-uniform utilization of the circuits, making the core network traffic almost uniform.

B. Skewness minimization & traffic localization: Intertwined

Minimizing traffic skewness and improving traffic locality are not independent objectives, and naïvely optimizing for one can adversely affect the other in several scenarios. Ideally, if it is possible to localize all the network traffic under racks (i.e., inter-rack traffic volume is zero), then only traffic localization can completely mitigate the traffic skewness. However, skewness minimization can also be achieved by spreading all the traffic across racks, having zero traffic localization. Such an allocation would suffer from severe performance degradation if the core has bandwidth oversubscription. Also, an aggressive traffic localization strategy can lead to a scenario where the remaining inter-rack traffic could be heavily skewed, harming the overall fairness. Hence, jointly minimizing traffic skewness and inter-rack traffic volume while obtaining the right balance is non-trivial and fundamentally challenging. In Section V, we explain this problem in more detail and develop novel optimization framework for joint Skewness and inter-rack traffic Volume (SV) minimization.

C. Our strategy: Dynamic edge topology reconfiguration

We envision dynamic edge topology reconfiguration as the most promising strategy for edge traffic regrouping. It leverages reconfigurable OCSes at the edge (i.e., between server pools and ToRs) and enables a host to move across a subset of ToR ports during runtime, effectively removing the logical rack boundary. First, introducing reconfigurability at the optical edge is unique, logically closer to the application, and complementary to the all-optical network cores. In general, the edge reconfigurability provides a wide range of choices e.g., localize a group of servers under a ToR, spread those servers across different ToRs, realize dynamic ToR-to-ToR topology slices etc., based on diverse optimization objectives. This paper specifically focuses on reconfigurable edge design to reduce traffic skewness and inter-rack traffic volume. Second, the reconfigurable optical edge can move the servers across racks at the cost of a small OCS reconfiguration downtime which is independent of job size and beneficial to applications irrespective of network load and core bandwidth oversubscription. Such ability can rectify the impact of suboptimal application placements without modifying the ToR-to-ToR circuit schedule at the network core. Also, the emerging OCS technologies (e.g., 2D-MEMS, AWGR etc.) with smaller reconfiguration downtime would reduce the reconfiguration overhead further, making our approach even more attractive. Third, this approach improves the dataplane reliability as the server-to-ToR regrouping strategies enable unique ways to recover from ToR-to-ToR link failure. Additionally, such an edge decouples the server from a particular ToR switch, thus enabling a smooth recovery under a single server-to-ToR link failure assuming each ToR has some "free" backup ports [42]. Understanding the impact of failure and adapting different strategies can be future work.

IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE: OSSV

A. Connectivity structure

In this section, we concretely discuss our proposed architecture OSSV (Optical Substrate for Skewness and inter-rack traffic Volume minimization) which has two components: a) a traffic-agnostic round-robin OCS-based core to realize reconfigurable non-blocking connectivity across ToRs, and b) an OCS-based reconfigurable edge (between servers and ToRs) that adapts to different traffic patterns in order to jointly minimize the traffic skewness and inter-rack traffic volume (SV Minimization). Figure 3 shows an example OSSV connectivity structure. Ideally, a single big port-count edge-OCS spanning the whole datacenter would provide maximum flexibility for a server to move across any racks. However, such a design would be impractical and not scalable as, a) the commercial OCS port count is too small to span across a
requests to OCS and activate those new routing rules on packet switches simultaneously. Only during the OCS reconfiguration in step (4), the flows face the physical downtime.

To collect the traffic statistics, the OSSV controller relies on periodic flow counters from the ToRs. Based on the analysis and measurements provided in recent works [11], [31], [36], [41], such a scheme is scalable as, a) memory constraints in the current packet switches are being relaxed with higher SRAM capacity and b) concurrent flows per servers are being bounded (within a thousand). The OSSV controller relies on traffic stability and estimates the true traffic demand using a fast-converging heuristic like Hedera [10]. In summary, Hedera identifies the elastic flows (i.e., flows bottlenecked by the network, not by the application) and computes their ideal max-min bandwidth share, thus mitigating the observation bias based on the current topology. Finally, those estimated flow demands are aggregated into a server-to-server traffic matrix and become the input of the SV minimization algorithm.

We envision epoch-based operation of OSSV control plane, where the frequency of pulling the traffic statistics by the controller and optimizing the edge-topology is the primary design parameter that impacts the final performance. Intuitively, if the reconfiguration epoch is too long, it leads to sub-optimal performance due to coarse-grained monitoring. As a result, the derived topology will be far from optimal, as the network condition has changed significantly by then. Also, if the epoch interval is too short, it will penalize the performance due to several unnecessary reconfiguration downtimes. Based on our simulation, there is a sweet spot in terms of reconfiguration epoch interval, achieving the best trade-off between controller observation frequency and OCS reconfiguration penalty. The optimal epoch interval of a given workload is correlated with temporal traffic stability and average flow duration under full-bisection bandwidth DCN, which can be pre-computed based on historical flow-level statistics. We quantify the performance impact of reconfiguration epoch interval in Section VI-E.

To design the OSSV control plane, one interesting research question we address is: How the OCS port count affects the interplay between a) traffic statistics collection and topology optimization overhead, and b) end performance. Intuitively with smaller OCS port count, the size of traffic matrix will decrease which makes the SV minimization perform faster. However, the flexibility of moving a server across different ToR ports will be constrained by the OCS port count, which may lead to performance degradation. In sections VI-F and VI-G, we study the interplay of these two parameters with different OCS port counts. Based on our simulation, under highly skewed cache traffic on a round-robin OCS core with os ratio 8 : 1 and 512 servers, 8 edge-OCS (128 ports) achieves 6.6× computation speedup compared to 1 edge-OCS (1024 ports) while having 20.5% degradation in average FCT.

V. SV MINIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

A. Generalized problem formulation

The goal of SV minimization is to jointly minimize the traffic skewness and inter-rack traffic volume. As discussed in Section III-B, these two objectives are intertwined which

Figure 3: OSSV: a combination of OCS-based round-robin core and OCS-based reconfigurable edge.

datacenter, and b) a centralized datacenter-wide control plane would be necessary to execute traffic-aware SV minimization which is hard to scale. Hence, we consider a scalable design with multiple edge-OCS (Figure 3) where a server can move across a subset of rack ports, decoupling our architecture from specific OCS technology, port count limitations and datacenter-wide control. Additionally, such a design mitigates a single point of failure at the edge. For example, all-optical core with 16 ToRs and 32 servers per ToR can have 8 edge-OCS with 128 ports each. Each OCS connects with 4 ports from each ToR. Therefore, servers connected to that OCS can only move across those designated ToR ports.

B. Realization of OSSV edge

Potentially we can realize the OSSV edge by inserting any circuit-switching technology. However, we specifically focus on optical circuit switches (OCS) e.g., MEMS, AWGR etc., because of their inherent advantages (Section II-A). Only the mechanism of runtime circuit reconfiguration would vary based on the underlying OCS technology. For MEMS-based OCS, the new port-to-port mapping request is directly sent to the OCS. For AWGR switches, the circuit reconfiguration can be realized by changing the wavelength of tunable optical transceivers at the servers/ToR downlinks associated with the given OCS. Another technology-specific parameter is the reconfiguration downtime, which can be of the order of millisecond (3D-MEMS), microsecond (2D-MEMS), and nanosecond (AWGR).

C. OSSV control plane

We envision a distributed control plane for OSSV, where each edge-OCS is equipped with a controller and reconfigured based on its local traffic, therefore not requiring network-wide traffic information. Each OSSV controller sends the reconfiguration command to the designated OCS and new routing rules to the designated ToR ports. The suitable reconfiguration epoch depends on the workload, and can be operator-tuned.

The workflow of the distributed OSSV control plane is as follows: Each OSSV controller (1) reactively/passively monitors and collects traffic statistics by querying the flow counters at the designated ToR ports; (2) performs SV minimization (Section V) and determines the optimal edge topology (i.e., server-to-ToR mapping); (3) generates new routes and install them on ToR switches; and (4) sends circuit-reconfiguration requests to OCS and activate those new routing rules on packet
the cost of a unit inter-rack traffic flow is constant. This makes the joint optimization problem non-trivial. Consider the example network (Figure 4) having 3 ToRs, with 2 servers each. For simplicity, we assume that there is one edge-OCS, thus any server can move across all the ToR ports. Config (a) shows the initial server-to-ToR mapping and the traffic demand consisting of 7 flows, where \( f_1 \) (between servers 0 and 1) is a big flow and the other flows \( (f_2-f_7) \) are medium-sized.

For config (a), the traffic is completely inter-rack (localized traffic = 0) along with high skewness (Jain’s Fairness Index, JFI, of the inter-rack traffic is 0.18). Aggressive traffic localization would localize most of the flows \( (f_1, f_4, f_5, f_6 \text{ and } f_7) \), as shown in config (b). It indeed minimizes the inter-rack traffic volume (localized traffic = 102000). However, it leaves both \( f_2 \) and \( f_3 \) between ToR 0-ToR 2, leading to high traffic skewness (JFI is 0.17). However, in config (c), only flow \( f_1 \) is localized, and other flows are deliberately not localized, rather reorganized between ToRs 1 and 2 in a uniform manner.

Moreover, unlike config (b), \( f_2 \) and \( f_3 \) are now between two different rack pairs (ToR 0-ToR 2, and ToR 0-ToR 1 respectively). This configuration sacrifices localization by a little (localized traffic = 100000) while reducing the inter-rack traffic skewness significantly (JFI is 0.67). Hence, config (c) has the best balance between the objectives, jointly minimizing traffic skewness and inter-rack traffic volume.

The next step is to design a suitable cost function for the SV minimization framework that can obtain the right balance between these intertwined objectives. Let’s consider a linear cost function first, i.e. the cost for intra-rack traffic is 0 and the cost of a unit inter-rack traffic flow is constant. This would only achieve traffic localization as it doesn’t account for skewness. Considering the example in Figure 4, the linear cost function cannot distinguish the scenarios where \( f_2 \) and \( f_3 \) are both inter-rack but under the same rack pair (config (b)) vs. under two different rack pairs (config (c)). For both cases, the cost (associated to \( f_2 \) and \( f_3 \)) will be \( 1000 + 1000 = 2000 \).

Hence, we need a rack-to-rack unit flow cost function that penalizes high variance in inter-rack traffic across different rack pairs. In Figure 4, we want the following condition to be satisfied: \( \Phi(2000) > \Phi(1000) + \Phi(1000) \). This can be achieved by a convex non-linear cost function [8]. In this paper, we apply the exponential function \( \Phi(x) = e^{mx} - 1 \), as shown in Figure 5 (x is the rack-level traffic). If \( x = 0 \), \( \Phi(x) = 0 \), i.e., it does not penalize intra-rack traffic. Additionally, it increasingly penalizes larger values of \( x \). Thus, \( \Phi(2x_1) = e^{2mx_1} - 1 > 2(e^{mx_1} - 1) = 2\Phi(x_1) \), thus jointly enforcing inter-rack traffic localization and fairness. Note that, \( m \) is the parameter dictating the importance of skewness over inter-rack traffic volume. A large value of \( m \) will heavily penalize additional inter-rack traffic, thus minimizing skewness. In our experiments, we found that \( m = 2 \) achieves a good balance between inter-rack traffic and skewness minimization.

\[ \text{cost}(f, B, \Phi, I) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} C_{ij} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Phi_{ij}(F_{ij}, B_{ij})F_{ij} \]

where \( C \) is the ToR-level cost matrix and \( F \) is the ToR-level traffic matrix i.e., aggregated traffic between the servers assigned to a pair of racks for the given server-to-ToR mapping:

\[ F_{ij} = \sum_{s=1}^{MN} \sum_{s'=1}^{MN} I_{si}I_{s'j}f_{ss'} \]

where \( I_{si} = 1 \), if server \( s \) belongs to ToR \( i \) in the current server-to-ToR mapping, otherwise \( I_{si} = 0 \). \( f_{ss'} \) is the traffic from server \( s \) to \( s' \), and \( \Phi_{ij} \) is the rack-to-rack unit traffic cost. As discussed in Section V-A, we apply an exponential cost function per unit flow size between rack \( i \) to rack \( j \):

\[ \Phi_{ij}(F_{ij}, B_{ij}) = e^{mF_{ij}} - 1 \]

**Hardness:** SV minimization is equivalent to a variant of the Balanced Graph Partitioning (BGP) problem, which is known to be NP-hard even to approximate by a constant factor [26]. The goal of BGP is to partition a graph \( G = (V, E) \), \( V \) is the set of vertices, with \( |V| = n \), and \( E \) is the set of edges, into \( k \) partitions \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_k \) with size \( n/k \) such that...
the total number of edges connecting different partitions is minimized. We can reduce BGP to SV minimization by (1) representing each vertex in V as a server and each partition \( P_i \) as a rack, (2) assigning a unit traffic flow between each pair of servers corresponding to an edge in \( E \), and (3) setting the unit flow size cost function to \( \Phi_{ij} = 1, \forall i, j \). Note that SV minimization guarantees that partition sizes are balanced. Moreover, minimizing the cost from Eqn. 1 is equivalent to minimizing the number of edges across partitions.

C. Efficient heuristic design

We implement a hill-climbing based randomized heuristic to solve the SV minimization problem. First, we provide an overview of basic heuristic design and then discuss optimizations to make it more efficient.

**Hill-climbing overview:** The hill-climbing starts with an initial server-to-ToR mapping. The goal is to find the optimal server-to-ToR mapping in order to minimize the cost function (Eqn 1) for a given server-level traffic matrix \((f)\). Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode. In each iteration, given a previous server-to-ToR mapping \((I^{prev})\), it proposes a candidate solution i.e., a new server-to-ToR mapping by randomly swapping two servers \((s, s')\) between two different ToRs \((r, r')\) [lines 1-3] and evaluates the swap by computing the cost difference \((\Delta_{ss'}\) in Eqn 4) [line 4], where \(I^{new}\) swaps servers \(s\) and \(s'\) in \(I^{prev}\). If the cost difference is positive, the swap is accepted, and \(I^{prev}\) is updated to \(I^{new}\) [lines 5-8], otherwise the swap is rejected. This process is repeated until convergence (if the rejection happens for consecutive \(p\) times, it stops).

\[
\Delta_{ss'} = \text{cost}(f, B, \Phi, I^{prev}) - \text{cost}(f, B, \Phi, I^{new}) \tag{4}
\]

**Algorithm 1** Hill-climbing \((f, B, \Phi, I^{prev})\)

1: for iterations 1, 2, …, \(T\) do
2: Select random ToRs \((r, r')\)
3: Select random servers \((s, s')\) from \((r, r')\) in \(I^{prev}\), resp.
4: \(\Delta_{ss'} \leftarrow \text{Evaluate-swap } s, s'\) (Eqn 4)
5: if \(\Delta_{ss'} > 0\) then
6: \(I^{new} \leftarrow \text{swap ToR assignments of } s, s'\) in \(I^{prev}\)
7: \(I^{prev} \leftarrow I^{new}\)
8: end if
9: end for
10: return \(I^{prev}\)

**Efficient evaluation of swaps:** The naïve computation of Eqn 4 takes time \(O(M^2N^2)\), where \(MN\) is the total number of servers. However, this is redundant because swapping only two servers does not change most of the entries in the \(F\) matrix. Hence, we propose a more efficient alternative to compute Eqn 4, which is inspired by the Kernighan-Lin algorithm. Note that, our formulation accounts for non-linear edge cost.

At a given iteration, if server \(s\) and \(s'\) are swapped between rack \(r\) and \(r'\), only a subset of flows need to be considered to update the rack-level traffic matrix. More specifically, we can decompose those relevant server-to-server flows into the following categories: (a) outgoing flows from server \(s\) except to \(s'\) \((f_{sj}|j \neq s')\), (b) outgoing flows from server \(s'\) except to \(s\) \((f_{s'j}|j \neq s)\), (c) incoming flows to server \(s\) except from \(s'\) \((f_{js}|j \neq s')\), (d) incoming flows to server \(s'\) except from \(s\) \((f_{js'}|j \neq s)\), (e) flow from server \(s\) to server \(s'\) \((f_{ss'})\), and (f) flow from server \(s'\) to server \(s\) \((f_{s's})\).

Algorithm 2 provides the pseudocode for efficient computation of Eqn 4. First, we update the \(F\) matrix using those relevant server-to-server flows [lines 2-19]. Note that, only the rack-level flows associated with rack \(r\) and \(r'\) will be affected by the swap. Next, we compute the difference in cost for only those updated elements in \(F\) matrix \((\delta_1-\delta_4)\), and add those to get the resulting cost difference \((\Delta_{ss'})\) for the swap [lines 20-26]. Clearly, the complexity of Algorithm 2 is \(O(MN)\) faster execution than the naïve counterpart.

**Algorithm 2** Evaluate-swap \((f, B, \Phi, I^{prev}, F, C, s, s', r, r')\)

1: \(\Delta_{ss'} = 0\)
2: for ToR \(i \in 1, \ldots, N\) do
3: for server \(j\) assigned to ToR \(i\) do
4: if \(j \neq s'\) then
5: \(F_{ri} = F_{ri} - I^{prev}_{ji} \Phi_{s_j} f_{sj}\)
6: \(F_{r'i} = F_{r'i} + I^{prev}_{ji} \Phi_{s'_j} f_{sj}\)
7: \(F_{ir} = F_{ir} - I^{prev}_{ji} \Phi_{s'_j} f_{sj}\)
8: \(F_{i'r} = F_{i'r} + I^{prev}_{ji} \Phi_{s'_j} f_{sj}\)
9: end if
10: if \(j \neq s\) then
11: \(F_{r'i} = F_{r'i} - I^{prev}_{ji} \Phi_{s'_j} f_{s'j}\)
12: \(F_{r'i} = F_{r'i} + I^{prev}_{ji} \Phi_{s'_j} f_{s'j}\)
13: \(F_{i'r} = F_{i'r} - I^{prev}_{ji} \Phi_{s'_j} f_{s'j}\)
14: \(F_{ir} = F_{ir} + I^{prev}_{ji} \Phi_{s'_j} f_{s'j}\)
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: \(F_{rr'} = F_{rr'} - f_{ss'} + f_{ss}\)
19: \(F_{rr'} = F_{rr'} - f_{s's} + f_{s's}\)
20: for ToR \(i \in 1, \ldots, N\) do
21: \(\delta_1 = C_{ri} - \Phi_{s_j} F_{ri} B_{ri} F_{ri}\)
22: \(\delta_2 = C_{ri} - \Phi_{s'_j} F_{ri} B_{ri} F_{ri}\)
23: \(\delta_3 = C_{r'i} - \Phi_{s'_j} F_{r'i} B_{ri} F_{r'i}\)
24: \(\delta_4 = C_{r'i} - \Phi_{s'_j} F_{r'i} B_{ri} F_{r'i}\)
25: \(\Delta_{ss'} = \delta_1 + \delta_2 + \delta_3 + \delta_4\)
26: end for
27: return \(\Delta_{ss'}\)

VI. EVALUATION

A. Packet-level simulation

We perform simulations extending a packet-level simulator based on htsim [35] which supports TCP congestion control algorithms along with ECMP. We simulate a network of 16 ToR switches, consisting of 32 servers each and 100 Gbps host-transmission speed. We generate the flow-level cache traffic traces [36] (details in Section II-C). In terms of the DCN architectures, we implement a) a round-robin OCS core like Sirius [12] (parameters mentioned in Section II-C), without
and with valiant load balancing (VLB), that leverages two-hop indirect ToR-level paths under skewed traffic, b) an OCS core going through a series of expander graphs like Opera [29], and c) an ideal packet-switched non-blocking network. For simulating OSSV, we append a 2D-MEMS based OCS edge with a Sirius-like round-robin core (no VLB). We consider three configurations of OSSV data plane: 1) one big edge-OCS with no downtime to get the upper-bound performance, 2) one edge-OCS, and 3) multiple edge-OCS with realistic downtime (10 µsec). We also consider two configurations of OSSV control plane: 1) different reconfiguration epochs, and 2) different edge-topology optimization algorithms (SV minimization, and traffic localization).

B. Impact of skewness

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the average and 99% flow completion time (FCT) of the architectures across different traffic skewness, with 1 : 1 os core and 40% network load. At high skewness (0.05, 0.8), the average and 99% FCT slowdown of round-robin OCS core w.r.t. to the non-blocking network is significant (7.08× and 5.36× respectively). VLB can improve the performance to some extent, but the average and 99% FCT slowdowns are still by 50% and 97.9%. Opera primarily optimizes for small flows, leading to 46% and 79% slowdown in average and 99% FCT, respectively. Finally, the upper-bound performance of OSSV (one edge-OCS, 10 µsec downtime and 500 µsec epoch interval) is closest to the non-blocking network, the average and 99% FCT slowdown being 9.7% and 5.1% respectively. We observe that 500 µsec is the optimal edge reconfiguration epoch interval for cache traces (Section VI-E).

C. Impact of network load

Next, we vary the network load under high skewness (0.05, 0.8) and core os ratio 1 : 1 (Figures 7(a) and 7(b)). The performance of round-robin core degrades with higher network load, although such degradation happens at a slightly smaller rate compared to that of non-blocking network. At 80% network load, round-robin OCS core has average and 99% FCT slowdown by 5× and 4.5×. For OCS core with VLB and Opera, the 99% FCT can be improved significantly (slowdown being 38% and 61% respectively). OSSV can further improve the performance, making 99% FCT within 4% of the ideal non-blocking network.

D. Impact of network oversubscription

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show that, the performance of baseline architectures can be severely affected by higher core oversubscription in presence of high traffic skewness and heavy inter-rack traffic volume. At os ratio 8 : 1, round-robin OCS core has 43.6× worse average FCT compared to a non-blocking network. At such high os ratio, VLB and Opera both improve upon OCS-based core, but still have average FCT slowdown of 13.12× and 13.8×, respectively. A traditional packet-switched network can outperform all of these baseline architectures at high os ratio, due to more path diversity and no OCS-based downtime. However, OSSV can improve the performance significantly compared to a packet-switched network at high os ratio, as SV minimization can obtain the right balance between the two objectives depending on available bandwidth at the core. For example, at 1 : 1 os ratio, SV minimization localizes 14% of the overall traffic having inter-rack JFI of 0.98. However, at 8 : 1 os ratio, SV minimization localizes 56% of overall traffic, while maintaining inter-rack JFI of 0.97, which effectively reduces the core os ratio from 8 : 1 to 1.4 : 1.

E. Impact of reconfiguration epoch interval in OSSV

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the average and 99% FCT of OSSV normalized w.r.t. a non-blocking network at skewness (0.05, 0.8), varying edge reconfiguration epoch interval with and without considering the edge-OCS downtime. Ideally, if the edge OCS would have a downtime-related penalty, the performance of OSSV would improve with a smaller reconfiguration epoch interval. However, in presence of OCS downtime, we observe a sweet spot in terms of reconfiguration epoch interval, achieving the best trade-off between observation frequency vs. reconfiguration penalty. For cache traffic, we
We also measure the speedup of hill-climbing with minimization has fast-convergence (within a few thousands of iterations). We observe the optimal epoch interval is 500 µsec, which remains the same across traffic skewness and network loads. Similar data-driven analysis can be performed to obtain the suitable edge reconfiguration frequency for other workloads.

### F. Impact of multiple edge-OCS with different cost functions

Figures 10(a) and 10(b) demonstrate the impact of multiple small port-count edge-OCS in OSSV, at os ratio 1 : 1 and 8 : 1, respectively, under high skewness (0.05, 0.8) and heavy inter-rack traffic volume (98%). OSSV with SV minimization has very little penalty across multiple edge-OCS at 1 : 1 os. Even with 8 edge-OCS, the 99% FCT degrades by only 2.19% compared to 1 edge-OCS. To understand the reason, we observe the % of localized traffic and JFI of inter-rack traffic across multiple edge-OCSes. At 1 : 1 os ratio, the % of localized traffic varies from 14% to 9%, while JFI index of inter-rack traffic varies from 0.98 to 0.93. However, the performance of OSSV with naïve traffic localization suffers under multiple edge-OCS even with 1 : 1 os (29.6% performance penalty from 1 edge-OCS to 8 edge-OCS). Clearly, the aggressive localization reduces inter-rack traffic volume significantly (% of localized traffic is 64%), but the remaining inter-rack traffic becomes highly skewed (JFI ranges from 0.21 – 0.26). A similar trend is observed under 8 : 1 os, where the performance degradation for naïve traffic localization is more than 81%, but for SV minimization it is within 20.5%.

### G. Benchmarking the SV minimization

Figure 11(a) shows that, under skewed traffic (0.05, 0.8) and high network load (80%), the hill-climbing for the SV minimization has fast-convergence (within a few thousands of iterations). We also measure the speedup of hill-climbing with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Power (Watt)</th>
<th>Cost (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethernet port (100G) [4]</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethernet port (400G) [3]</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS core port (grating) [12]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5% ~ 100% of Ethernet port cost (100G)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS edge port (MEMS) [3]</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunable optical transceiver [12]</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^5$ of fixed transceiver cost</td>
<td>$5 \times$ of fixed transceiver cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-rack fiber [7]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-rack fiber [6]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Power/cost data of the components for OSSV, OCS core (like Sirius), and packet-switched core (100 Gbps).

Figure 12: (a) OSSV (os 1 : 1) power saving w.r.t. packet-switched and OCS core-based non-blocking networks, varying tunable/fixed transceiver power ratio [12], (b) Gain in performance per watt [skewness (0.05, 0.8), network load 80%]: OSSV vs. OCS-based core with VLB at different os ratios. Optimized vs. naïve versions. On average, the speed up is more than $60 \times$. Figure 11(b) shows the trade-off between edge-OCS port count vs. SV minimization runtime. Compared to 1 edge-OCS case, the speedups are $2.4 \times$, $4.1 \times$ and $6.6 \times$ for 2, 4, and 8 edge-OCS cases, respectively. Hence, OSSV control plane can scale with multiple edge-OCS leading to reduced control overhead, while maintaining high performance.

### H. Power and cost analysis

We perform a detailed power consumption and capital cost analysis (independent of network size) of OSSV, and compare it with a) packet-switched non-blocking core, and b) Sirius-like OCS-based network core under different os ratios. Table I summarizes the relevant components along with the power and cost values at 100 Gbps base data rate. Note that, to model the non-blocking OCS-core with VLB (i.e., core os 0.5 : 1), we consider the next available 400 Gbps Ethernet switch, with each uplink port having two break-out cables and two 100 Gbps tunable optical transceivers, thus each logical uplink operates at 200 Gbps.
traffic skewness. In $P$ shift is intra-rack, leading to uniform traffic. In placements $P$ wise shift of submatrices, followed by a local multiplication.

where a process performs row-wise broadcast and column-goes through a "broadcast-shift-multiply" cycle (Figure 14(a)), process under one server). In each iteration, the algorithm

OpenMPI based DMM algorithm [19] with $16$ blocking network with $16$ (os $1 : 1$)

I. Testbed evaluation

We implement the prototypes of round-robin OCS core (os $1 : 1$), OSSV (os $1 : 1$) can be up to $3.6 \times$ and $2.1 \times$ more power-efficient (Figure 12(a)) w.r.t. packet-switched and OCS-based non-blocking cores, respectively, across different tunable laser powers. OSSV has higher performance per watt ($1.26 \times -9 \times$) w.r.t. OCS-based core with VLB at different os ratios (Figure 12(b)). In Figure 13, we consider the tunable laser cost as $5 \times$ of fixed lasers [12], $2D$-MEMS based OCS cost is upper-bounded by $3D$-MEMS based OCS [33], and vary the grating cost. OSSV (os $1 : 1$) can be up to $2.89 \times$ and $1.28 \times$ more cost-efficient (Figure 13(a)) compared to packet-switched and OCS-based non-blocking cores, respectively, across different grating costs. Also, OSSV has higher performance per USD ($1.46 \times -10.6 \times$) w.r.t. OCS-based core with VLB at different os ratios (Figure 13(b)).

1. Testbed evaluation

We implement the prototypes of round-robin OCS core (os $1 : 1$), OSSV (os $1 : 1$) and packet-switched non-blocking network with 16 servers and 4 racks. Next, we run OpenMPI based DMM algorithm [19] with 16 processes (each process under one server). In each iteration, the algorithm goes through a "broadcast-shift-multiply" cycle (Figure 14(a)), where a process performs row-wise broadcast and column-wise shift of submatrices, followed by a local multiplication.

In our experiment, we consider three potential process placements $P1$, $P2$, and $P3$, leading to different extent of traffic skewness. In $P1$, broadcast is rack-to-rack shuffle and shift is intra-rack, leading to uniform traffic. In $P2$, broadcast is intra-rack but the shift is inter-rack leading to moderate traffic skewness. Finally, in $P3$, both broadcast and shift have high rack-level imbalance, leading to a high degree of overall skewness. As shown in Figure 14(b), under $P1$, all three architectures have similar performance as the traffic is uniform. Under $P2$, OSSV improves the average shift time of the round-robin core by $2.28 \times$, which is close to ideal (non-blocking network). Finally, under $P3$, performance of the round-robin OCS core significantly suffers from high skewness during both broadcast and shift. OSSV, equipped with dynamic edge topology reconfiguration, can improve the average broadcast and shift time by $3.36 \times$ and $6.27 \times$ respectively.

VII. Related Work

Existing round-robin OCS cores (RotorNet [30], Sirius [12] etc.) are not suitable for diverse DCN workloads with high skewness and large inter-rack traffic volume. Valiant load balancing [39] can partially solve the skewness issue using a two-hop indirect path, but the worst-case throughput can be $50\%$. Moreover, VLB cannot reduce the inter-rack traffic volume. Opera [29] extends RotorNet and improves the performance by allowing instant transmission of latency-sensitive flows through multi-hop expanders. However, Opera has higher average path length which could be severely harmful, if the traffic is heavily skewed and inter-rack under high load and oversubscription scenarios. OSSV, with a combination of traffic-agnostic round-robin optical core and traffic-aware reconfigurable optical edge, proposes a new paradigm for all-optical DCN architectures. Several rack-level reconfigurable networks [18], [24], [27], [40], [43] provision bandwidth on demand to optimize for dynamic workloads. But they add extra bandwidth at the ToR-level through ad-hoc links. OSSV provides runtime flexibility at the edge and makes SV more power-efficient (Figure 12(a)) w.r.t. OCS-based core significantly suffers from high skewness during broadcast and shift. OSSV improves the average shift time of the round-robin core by $2.28 \times$, which is close to ideal (non-blocking network). Finally, under $P3$, performance of the round-robin OCS core significantly suffers from high skewness during both broadcast and shift. OSSV, equipped with dynamic edge topology reconfiguration, can improve the average broadcast and shift time by $3.36 \times$ and $6.27 \times$ respectively.
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Figure 13: (a) OSSV (os $1 : 1$) cost saving w.r.t. packet-switched and OCS core-based non-blocking networks, varying the grating/packet-switch cost ratio [12], (b) Gain in performance per USD [skewness ($0.05,0.8$), network load $80\%$]: OSSV vs. OCS-based core with VLB at different os ratios.

Figure 14: (a) DMM traffic pattern, (b) Average broadcast and shift time of the architectures (testbed prototype) under three placements resulting in different traffic skewness.